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That each person with an intellectual handicap may be acknowledged 
as a fully-fledged member of our society, at every stage of their life.

To promote the social participation of the intellectually 
handicapped and to offer support services to families 
with an intellectually handicapped member. 
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A WORD FROm ThE 

UNiTED WE STAND
Last year’s Annual General meeting and the 75th 
Anniversary Celebration Brunch held last October 
were the cornerstones of our efforts to reinforce these 
ties. They were also occasions allowing us to proclaim 
our presence. Since then we have been unceasing in 
our efforts to make our presence further felt. We have 
expanded and enriched our programs, launched an 
electronic newsletter, cultivated our relationships with 
the media, and increased the effectiveness of our joint 
activities. And i could go on. 

i sincerely believe that the mAih is the association it is 
today because we have been guided, supported and 
inspired by our deeply entrenched roots, roots dating 
back to our founding in 1935. And in an association like 
the mAih, it is the members that constitute the roots. 
i would therefore like to take this opportunity to thank 
our intellectually handicapped members as well as our 
parent and sib members for the trust they have placed 
in the Association leadership. As the old adage states, 
“United We Stand”. So let’s continue to work together 
on our quest to better the condition of the intellectually 
handicapped.

i would like to extend my sincere thanks to my fellow 
directors for their commitment. i extend the same thank 
you to our Executive Director and her staff, who, along 
with the Board, form a single, larger team. Finally, i would 
like to express my gratitude and appreciation to our 
volunteers, our donors, our sponsors and our funders for 
their contribution to the mAih. Your support is essential 
to us.

On behalf of the Board of Directors,

Anna mainella 
President

If I had to use a single term  

to describe the past year, I would 

feel confident in declaring last 

year to have been a year  

of REINFORCEMENT.

Reinforcment of the ties  

with our members,

Reinforcment of the ties  

with our volunteers,

Reinforcment of the ties  

with our partners in the  

non-profit community,

Reinforcment of the ties  

with our donors  

and our funders. 
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REPORT ON ThE 
ANNUAL PRiORiTiES
I. Communications

As communications are one of our annual priorities, 
significant efforts were deployed on public relations 
in order to increase our visibility and to promote our 
mission, our services and our achievements with different 
audiences.

The program of activities is sent out three times a year 
to more than 400 individuals and organizations, and 
remains a preferred communications tool. Produced 
in the form of a brochure and now printed on recycled 
paper, a byproduct of the “green path” the Association 
has adopted this year, the program is a description of all 
of the activities and services on offer to our members. 

Our web site is an ideal showcase of the Association 
to the public and saw a significant increase in traffic 
throughout the past year. www.amdi.info received a total 
of 4921 hits in 2010-2011, with 3812 different visitors from 
sites ranging as far away as French Polynesia! in order 
to be able to continue to provide information to web 
surfers, especially those with an intellectual handicap or 
with a family member who is intellectually handicapped, 
our web site will undergo a complete transformation in 
the upcoming year.

Always attuned to the future, this year we produced a 
new communication tool with the following objectives 
in mind: providing information, reinforcing ties and 
mobilization. Thus march 2011 saw the first appearance 
of our bilingual electronic newsletter [klik], sent out to 
members, volunteers, partners and donors. To date we 
have 911 contacts on our mailing list. 

This past year we received an unprecedented level of 
media coverage for The Janine Sutto Theatre Evening 
as well as for our Quebec intellectually handicapped 
Week events, due in great part to the dedicated 

The year 2010-2011 was characterized by 

a surge in mobilization at the MAIH. While 

mobilizing forces are certainly nothing new 

at the MAIH, their magnitude grew this year, 

spurred by a burst of new ideas and initiatives 

of all sorts. The MAIH has the wind in its sails 

and is decidedly on the right course!

In this first year of working according to our 

three-year strategic plan, our services and 

activities were strongly influenced by the 

three priorities the Association had fixed for 

the year 2010-2011, i.e. communications, 

relationships and joint activities, and the 

evaluation of the impact of our work. It is with 

a great deal of pleasure that I present the 

following report on our annual priorities.

EXECUTiVE
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involvement of our new ambassadress, marie-Ève 
Lachance. marie-Ève, a member of the mAih for almost 
ten years now, granted over a dozen interviews to media 
representatives, and to our knowledge was mentioned 
on more than 15 occasions on the TV or radio. Over and 
above the visibility thus obtained, marie-Ève’s media 
tour had a real impact on public awareness of intellectual 
disability, and her success made mAih members and 
partners very proud. Press coverage in 2010-2011 
counted upwards of 30 citations, articles or interviews.  
(See media Coverage p. 28).

II. Relationships and Joint Activities  

Our focus this year was on maintaining our good 
relationships with other organizations working in the 
intellectual disability sector in order to reinforce and 
foster the foundations of a healthy and long-lasting co-
operation. Sometimes we participated in joint activities 
organized by others, sometimes we initiated joint 
activities on our own, and sometimes we partnered with 
others to increase the scope of our activity. All of these 
actions were undertaken to defend the interests of the 
intellectually handicapped and their families. 

On the regional and provincial joint action front, we have 
been closely following the project to reorganize the 
CRDi system on the island of montreal. We participated 
with the regional committee on intellectual disability (Le 
CRADi) in the consultations with the metropolitan health 
and social services agency (Agence de la santé et des 
services de Montréal). We also participated on AlterGo’s 
PANAm committee, as well as in the project studying 
the experience of montreal organizations working with 
functionally limited populations. The purpose of this 
latter study was to demonstrate the level of financial 
support required from the City of montréal.

The constant turnover in personnel in the community 
sector is an admitted challenge, and in response to this 

phenomenon we organized this year, in conjunction 
with the organization Parrainage civique de Montréal, a 
“Speed-dating for the Cause” activity. The purpose of 
this activity was to give participants a chance to learn 
who does what in the field of intellectual disability in 
montreal and to promote opportunities for partnerships. 
Over 20 representatives of 13 montreal associations 
turned out for the occasion, eager to discuss their 
services, their triumphs and their challenges. in the 
same spirit, the mAih had several encounters with 
organizations working with and for the intellectually 
handicapped1 with a view to developing complementary 
relationships. 

Over and above the joint actions with organizations 
working in the field of intellectual disability, we also 
established relationships in the cultural, institutional 
and media sectors through our participation in the 
organizing committees for the consciousness-raising 
events “Through a Different Eye”, “Different Like 
Everyone” and “The Elling Project”. Our story-telling 
tour with the tale “Le roi aux droles d’oreilles” 
was successful in mobilizing the montreal School 
Commission and its schools, the montréal public 
library network and the rehabilitation centers for the 
intellectually handicapped (CRDi). 

On the advocacy front, we met with a representative 
of the public health director (Direction de la Santé 
Publique) of montreal in order to ensure that the needs 
of the intellectually handicapped are well understood. 
Our meeting was one of a series of consultations 
undertaken by the DSP, preparatory to producing their 
2011-2012 Plan of Action. We also met with Ahuntsic 
mP maria mourani, Bloc Québécois Critic for Public 
Security and for the Status of Women, for the purpose of 
acquainting her with the problems encountered by the 
intellectually handicapped when they come into contact 
with the judiciary system. 
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This year we maintained our affiliations1 previously 
established with organizations from the community 
sector. We also supported the campaign against the 
provincial health and social services ministry’s (the 
mSSS) proposed PSOC Agreement with community 
organizations. The PSOC is the ministry’s program that 
provides mission funding to community organizations. 
The campaign is being led by the CTROC (a coalition of 
community sector regional round tables) in conjunction 
with the round table of the provincial network of 
community and volunteer organizations, a grouping of 
more than 3000 organizations working primarily in the 
health and social services sector. The “No to the PSOC 
Agreement” campaign is pushing for a new basis of 
negotiation with PSOC decision makers at the ministry.

III. Measures of Evaluation 

Our third priority was to determine and adopt the most 
pertinent means of evaluating the impact of our actions. 
While a number of possible strategies were examined, 
there was a general consensus that the most important 
was the constant and close monitoring of the Action 
Plan. Staff meetings to assess the status of assigned 
tasks were held periodically throughout the year and at 
the end of the year in order to readjust the approach 
where necessary. 

With a view to ensuring the quality of the evaluation 
of the impact of our efforts, we took part in a training 
and coaching process on participatory evaluation, 
given by professionals from the Centre de formation 
populaire (CFP). Participatory evaluation is a partnership 
approach to evaluation, in which stakeholders actively 
engage in developing the evaluation and all phases 
of its implementation. in the course of this exercise 

we learned how to evaluate our Sitter-Companion 
handbook using this method, and we plan to transfer 
the concepts learned when evaluating other programs 
and services offered to members. 

Naturally, no discussion of methods of evaluation 
is complete without including the subject of data 
compilation. We have been particularly careful in 
collecting all the pertinent data for each of our activities 
and services, and have methodically tracked the statistics 
of our information, Follow-up and Referral Program, of 
the readership of our electronic newsletter [klik], and the 
traffic to our web site. We have also made a sustained 
use of our data base to manage member and partner 
information.

The most interesting evaluative measure undertaken this 
year was the member satisfaction survey we carried out 
with current and former members in order to determine 
and better respond to actual member needs. Analyzing 
the survey results will help us adjust our offer of services 
in the upcoming sessions.

i cannot conclude this report without emphasizing that 
all of these achievements were only possible because of 
the dynamism of the permanent staff and the contagious 
enthusiasm of the part-time staff. i tip my hat to them as 
well as to the numerous volunteers who so generously 
contributed their time and talents. Together, let’s hold 
the course toward our goal of the full social participation 
of the intellectually handicapped! 

Nadia Bastien, 
Executive Director

2 AlterGo, Association multiethnique pour l’intégration des personnes handicapées (AmEiPh), AQiS, CRADi, Regroupement intersectoriel des organismes communautaires de montréal (RiOCm),  
 Regroupement des usagers du transport adapté (RUTA)
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Members 

Number of intellectually handicapped members: 189
Number of Family members: 147
Number of Friends of the mAih members: 219

Board of Directors

michel Castonguay, Christine Croft, Ginette Fréchette-houle, Chantal Guérin, Raymond hanley,  
Anna mainella, Jean martin, Tino masecchia, Antoinette ménard, myriam Urquizo-Grégoire

Permanent Staff

Sophie Barrette, Nadia Bastien, ian Fabi, marilou Fuller (until August 2010), Danohé Joseph,  
Julie Laloire, Liliana Ponce de Leon

Part-time Staff

Claudia Agudelo, Amélie Bellerose, Julie Bombardier, Anna Brusetti, marco Campanozzi,  
Émilie Carbonneau, Sonia Carrière-Doneval, mathieu Cloutier, Sébastien Coulombe, mélanie Cullin,  
maude Forcier, Sébastien Gagné, Luz marina Gallego, Laurence Gauthier, Bertha Gonzalès, Ernest Joly, 
maggie Ladouceur, Danièle Larocque, Josiane Lemay, Gwenaëlle Lerigoleur, Lysanne Lespérance,  
Stéphanie miller, Stéphanie Payette-Gosselin, Violaine Pelletier-madsen, David Poirier, Vicky Poudrier, 
Djerroud Rahima, Francesca Rios, magdalena Rivera, Caroline Robineau, Annie Savard, Noémie Smith, 
Catherine Tanguay, Éliane Thouin, Céline Vallières

555

10

6

35
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Volunteers

Rafaele Abadie, Juan Pablo Arquino, Amalia Arquino, m. Arquino, Steve Bastien, Laurent Beaudin,  
Sophie Brisson, Caroline Carle, michel Castonguay, Chantal Comeau, Christine Croft, Jacques D’Anjou, 
Olivier Denis, Edon Descollines, Denise Deveau, Sikhumbuzo Dionne, Rudley Dorsainville, Karl Doyon, 
Céline Ducharme, marie-Pier Dugré, Sabrina Duguay, Rodica Florea, maude Forcier, Ginette Fréchette-
houle, marilou Fuller, Charles Germain, Nathalie Gosselin, Adeline Grondin, Louise Groulx, Chantal Guérin, 
Rodrigo Guevara, David hanley, margaret hanley, Raymond hanley, Carl hennebert-Faulkner,  
Véronique homier, marianne homier, Jean Jacob-Brassard, Jeannine Jover, Pierre Labranche,  
marie-Ève Lachance, madeleine Ladouceur, Danièle Larocque, Julie Larocque-Allaire, Bernard Lavallée, 
martine Lefèvre, Josiane Lemay, Valérie Lepage-Corbeil, Brigitte Lessard, Dorys Longpré, Anna mainella, 
Christiane marcil, Catherine marcil, Jean martin, Tino masecchia, Jason mcNally, Antoinette ménard, 
Stéphanie miller, Anne-Geneviève Nicolas, magdalena Rivera, Caroline Robineau, Josiane Robitaille,  
Sophie Rodriguez, Pierre Royer, Noémie Smith, Konika Tach, Denise Tonelli, Stéphanie Tourville,  
myriam Urquizo-Grégoire, mélanie Veilleux, Charles Vejgman

Interns

Catherine Boucher, marie-Élaine Bourdon, José Garcia-Reynel, Chloé Julien-Payant, Simon morneau-
Rousseau, Josiane Robitaille

Students

Natacha Bénard, Kathleen Bernard, Giulio Bonomo, Sophie Boulianne, Claudie Chabot, Roxanne Chagnon, 
Jovana Djordjevic, Andréanne Ferland, Annie-Claude Fortin St-Gelais, Valérie Lepage-Corbeil, Alix marcoux, 
Élizabeth mendoza, Claudie Nantel, madeline Nicol, Dominique Palermo, Gabrielle Plamondon,  
marilyne Plouffe, Geneviève Poirier, Dominique St-Jean

The list of our treasured donors, funders and sponsors is to be found at the end of this report.

71

6

20
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Family Support at a glance

6 Entre nous conferences, including an information exchange for sibs (brothers and sisters)

4 family outings that attained the level of participation targeted

2 editions of the Sitter-Companion handbook containing the contact information of some  
40 trained sitter-companions 

31 hours of individual companionship provided for five intellectually handicapped members,  
for a total of 155 hours provided

 A repeat of the highly successful collective cooking activity with the social organization Bouffe-Action  
of Rosemount

101 Tourist & Leisure Companion Stickers issued

Information, Follow-up and Referral Program:

102 requests on average per month, the great majority by telephone

more than half (53%) of all requests relate to direct services i.e. conferences, family activities,  
sitter-companionship, etc.

37% of inquiries are requests for general information or for referrals to other services  

Participatory evaluation of the Sitter-Companion handbook

Started the compilation of a Guide to Aging for the intellectually handicapped

6
4
2

31

1
101

102
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Friendly family activities!

By popular demand, we organized a repeat of 
the collective cooking activity with the community 
organization Bouffe-Action Rosemont that was so 
successful last year. Not only did the participants enjoy 
themselves tremendously, but they also played a more 
active role in the meal preparation this year. Our chef, 
Chef Xavier from Bouffe-Action, noticed this as well, 
commenting on the easy way the participants worked 
together and the increased familiarity of several of 
the “cooks” with the handling of utensils and cooking 
equipment. 

This same relaxed atmosphere was evident on our 
family outing to Upper Canada Village: the intellectually 
challenged participants explored the 19th century 
installations together, helping each other as needed, 
and there was more openness and conviviality among 
the families. 

mAih members who participated in this year’s 
“Guignolée du Dr. Julien”, were bursting with pride after 
spending the day collecting toys and non-perishable 
food items for children in need. This was an activity 
with an opportunity for our members to help others 
on a greater scale, to consider the difficulties of others 
relative to their own, and to make their own contribution 
to others. 

The Entre nous Program - conferences for 
empowering ourselves

The conferences of the Entre nous Program are 
recognized and appreciated for the pertinence of the 
topics, for the amount of information made available 
as well as for the ensuing discussions. This year we 
combined professional speakers with members who 
had been directly affected or who had experience 
with the topic of the talk. Thus, when the organization 

Rêvanous came to the mAih to present their program 
on preparing for living in an apartment, Jean martin 
and his son Joel were on hand to share their personal 
experiences of the transition from living at home with 
the family to life on your own in an apartment. On the 
occasion when two doctoral students in psychology from 
UQAm came to the give a talk on self-determination, 
several of the participants from the mAih studio course 
implic’Action shared with the audience the strategies 
they had developed to counter the difficulties they often 
had in making choices.

Conference topics were selected for their link with the 
program offered to intellectually handicapped members. 
A family focused on preparing their family member for 
life in an apartment could register their son or daughter 
for the studio course “Moving into an Apartment” or for 
the thematic camping weekend “Let’s Cook!”

in summary, the Entre nous program equips families with 
the knowledge they need, as well as helping to bring 
them out of their isolation. So many of our parents are 
astonished to discover that other families are living and 
facing similar realities. They feel a tremendous relief 
to be in an environment where they may speak freely 
without being judged, and where they can learn from 
the experience of other parents. They are encouraged 
when they can return home with a number of tips from 
other parents to try. 

The MAIH is in touch 

Compiling the data about the provenance of the people 
making enquiries to The Information, Follow-up and 
Referral Program led us to some interesting conclusions 
about this segment of our activities. While the program 
is certainly the access point for new member users of our 
services, it is also the program sought by the greatest 
number of non-members. Agents and professionals from 
the rehabilitation centers, from CLSCs, from the Office 
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des handicappés du Québec, from the academic sector 
and from community organizations regularly request 
information or a referral from the Information, Follow-up 
and Referral Program and their requests constitute 37% 
of all of the calls received at the Association. Clearly the 
reach of our activity surpasses by far the number of our 
subscribing members.

increasing the occasions for members to meet and 
talk has demonstrated that we are ready and available 
to support them and has reinforced their reliance on 
our services. As a result, one of our members turned 
to us when their Family Support subsidy was unfairly 
reduced. A quick survey of our members showed us 
this was a situation warranting consultation with the 
relevant bodies. meetings were soon held with the 
mNA for Crémazie, Lisette Lapointe, and the mNA for 
Gouin, Nicolas Girard, President of the Parti Québécois 
caucus on the island of montréal. The CRADi and 
the Mouvement PHAS (Mouvement des personnes 
handicapées pour l’accès aux services) came on 
board to address this issue, with a view to combining 
all problematic situations involving access to health 
services. At the moment of writing, efforts are continuing 
to meet with the Director of the CSSS in question. This 
example, while far from resolved, demonstrates how the 
needs of a member influence our actions in an area, in 
this case, rights advocacy.

Sitter-Companions – an essential service

Anyone familiar with intellectual disability will 
understand immediately that having a Companion 
is a pre-requisite to the social participation of the 
intellectually handicapped. This year our contribution 
to this important issue was three pronged. We took 
part in the work done by the montreal round table on 
companionship, we applied for and obtained funding 

from the individual Leisure Companionship Program 
and we produced and distributed the Sitter-Companion 
handbook to our members. 

The individual Leisure Companionship Program 
(PAL) provides a companion to individuals with an 
intellectual handicap who have difficulty participating 
in leisure activities within a group. Our challenge this 
year was to ensure that the five families participating 
in the program and their intellectually handicapped 
family member made the best use possible of the 
31 hours of companionship provided. To this end we 
organized a meeting with the families to consider how 
to arrange that the hours of companionship provided a 
simultaneous respite period for the families as well as 
serving as occasions for developing the independence 
of the person with an intellectual handicap. We used 
the opportunity to discuss proven ways to establish a 
lasting relationship with the companion, and to offer 
the families a chance to get together and talk amongst 
themselves. We also met with the companions selected 
by the families in order to clarify their role in developing 
the independence of the person being accompanied. 
The impact of these meetings was considerable: the 
accompanied persons were able to explore new places, 
to do new activities available to the general public, and 
where possible, to make their own choices. Everyone 
benefited from the collaboration of the companions 
and the families. in certain cases, the companions were 
even able to make some suggestions to the families 
about their intellectually handicapped family member’s 
behavioural problems. 

The Sitter-Companion handbook is the third prong of 
our activities pertaining to companionship. introduced 
in 2005, the handbook is a valuable tool for the families 
who receive it, providing them a way to meet their needs 
for a Sitter or Companion. But just how useful is the 
handbook? With the help of the Centre de formation 

“Emina enjoyed all of her outings 
with her Companion, especially 
going to the movies. As for me, they 
gave me a break, because  
I even work weekends.”

A grateful parent, on the Individual 
Leisure Companion Program
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populaire (CFP), we are undertaking a participatory 
evaluation of this tool with a committee formed of 
three parent members who are users of this service. 
This is another opportunity for parents to play a part in 
the Association, by becoming involved in an issue that 
concerns them. 

What happens when the intellectually handicapped 
become seniors and how do we prepare?

We were already talking about this subject last year, as 
the aging of the intellectually handicapped is undeniably 
a pressing concern for our members, and a literature 
review on the topic was carried out this year. The 
literature review was made possible by a subsidy from 
the provincial ministry for families and seniors (mFA), 
and by a partnership with the regional committee on 
intellectual disability (CRADi) and the parents association 
from the Gabrielle-major rehabilitation centre (APCGm). 
One of the objectives of the literature review was to 
produce a handbook with information for families with 
an aging intellectually handicapped family member. 

What’s next for Family Support? 
 
The Aging with an intellectual handicap Project:

- Distribute the handbook on aging 

- Encourage the participation of siblings

- Organize a one-day conference on aging for families 
concerned by the issue, for professionals in the field of 
intellectual disability and from the community sector, 
and for representatives from decision-making bodies

Continue to approach other organizations working 
with the intellectually handicapped for opportunities 
to partner with regard to conferences or discussion 
sessions

Encourage family involvement in the organization of 
activities and services

“Thank you for organizing and moderating 
such an interesting session on brother and 
sister involvement. I feel very encouraged 
by listening to the others, and also by the 

direction the Association is taking.” 

Margaret Hanley, a member commenting after 
participating in the sibling exchange session
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Learning to be Independent at a glance

46 participants in the courses and workshops Implic’Action, What to do in Montréal, Festi-montréal,  
My Sexuality, Self Esteem, Controlling Emotions

241 participants in the camping program

36 participants in the Broadening Your horizons travel program: Chicoutimi, Alma, Ottawa, Sherbrooke

21 participants in the Art-to-Heart, Shooting Angles and Health on My Plate studio courses

3 interns in special education

7 Get-Away Weekends, two with a specific theme

35 monitors and course leaders with varied and complementary experiences: occupational therapy, special 
education, psychoeducation, sociology, etc.

46

241

36
21

3

7

35
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The Learning to be independent Program offers 
activities to equip the intellectually challenged with the 
skills they need to become more independent, and to 
promote their integration into society.

The many studio courses we offered this year were 
given in the same vein of equipping the participants. 
The different courses touched on key concepts such 
as health, sexuality, mutual respect and the building 
of lasting relationships, developing fine motor skills, 
etc. These studio courses not only widen participants’ 
knowledge, they also allow us to address topics where 
our members are often most vulnerable, such as: how to 
develop a romantic relationship that is both respectful 
and fulfilling? What are the challenges of living in an 
apartment and how do we prepare to move into an 
apartment? how will going to museums and festivals 
allow us to fully participate in montreal’s cultural life?

The Implic’Action activity showed the public that 
the intellectually challenged are also capable of 
volunteering. Participants in this studio course had the 
opportunity to cook for the homeless, to pack bags of 
goods at a food bank and to participate in a fundraiser 
for a social pediatrics center, the Guignolée du  
Dr. Julien. Building on the success of Implic’Action, we 
will be pursuing this line of action starting this summer 
by offering free studio courses in conjunction with the 
organization Parrainage Civique de Montréal. The 
courses will be free and held both in the afternoon and 
in the evening. All visits to sites and public services will 
be made using an integration approach and we will 
be working with our members to produce individual 
projects. 

The Camps - Still Going Strong 

Out-of –town stays are opportunities to practice daily 
routines and to experience living harmoniously in a 

group. members learn to enjoy being active. many try 
things they have never tried before. During the two 
weekends with a theme, members learned different 
ways to assert themselves and to express their ideas 
on the first weekend, and enthusiastically cooked Asian 
dishes as well as recipes from sugaring off season on the 
second weekend. 

Our 11 weeks of summer camping were as deeply 
appreciated as our weekend camps. The campers all 
came back with wide grins on their faces, new friends, 
and stories to tell about their fun. We introduced this 
year camping stays targeting the over-forty crowd, with 
activities geared to the abilities and pace of an older 
camper.

Taking to the Open Sea 

Within the framework of the Broaden Your horizons 
program, travelers learn to orient themselves in a new 
city, visit tourist sites, use public transportation, etc. But 
above all, they develop a curiosity and an open mind 
with respect to the people they encounter and the 
places they see. At the same time, the presence of our 
travelling members at these tourist sites contributes 
to opening the minds of the general public to the 
intellectually challenged. Our trips were as big a hit as 
ever this year and remain a highly popular segment of 
our program.

A Spotlight on our Special Projects

Our special projects had a greater reach than ever 
this year. Art-to-heart, the art project bringing 
recreation through art and sensory stimulation to 
the polyhandicapped at their residence, has been 
expanded to two groups, thanks to the financial 
support received from La Fondation québecoise de 
la déficience intellectuelle (FQDi). The eight active 
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members of the project are slowly developing, to the 
best of their individual ability, some level of contact with 
the residence staff, spurring us on to pay even more 
attention to what they feel or try to say.

in a special workshop Health on My Plate, a nutritionist 
and a professional chef passed on important concepts 
and techniques to participants on how to stay healthy 
while experimenting with different flavors and tastes. 
The importance of giving workshops on nutrition and 
cooking takes on another dimension when we consider 
that good eating habits often need a boost or to be 
reinforced in people with an intellectual disability when 
they live on their own.

Finally, our photographers-in-training participated in 
the project Shooting Angles, with a professional from 
this 8th art working alongside the participants, using a 
methodical approach. Armed with this coaching and 
the very latest in equipment, the members produced 
works that were displayed on the walls inside the Jean 
Duceppe Theatre at Place des Arts. Participants were 
not only proud of having learned the technical notions 
of taking photographs, but also to have had their works 
shown to such a large audience. Two of the students 
became so enamored of this activity that they continue 
to practice their new-found passion.

Our Members at the Heart of Our Actions 

in order to better ensure that our actions hit the target, 
we have been adjusting them with the help and active 
participation of our intellectually handicapped members. 
Our tool for evaluating an individual’s independence, 
the Progress Report, is now illustrated with pictures. 
With the help of the monitors, users determine their own 
objectives and perform an auto-evaluation. We have 
also found a new use for the data base: we record and 
keep pertinent notes and comments on our members, 

allowing us to tailor our approach to the individual.

The current stability of the staff at the Association in 
direct contact with members (monitors, course leaders, 
etc.) has naturally allowed for a reinforcement of the 
understanding of the mandate they have been given, 
and deepened the quality of the tracking of the progress 
of our members participating in activities. moreover, 
we regularly share with this staff information on current 
thinking in the field of intellectual disability as well as up 
to date approaches and practices in order to keep them 
abreast of what’s going on in the field.

One for All, All for One! 

This year the departments Learning to be Independent 
and Family Support worked more closely together in 
order to ensure maximum coherence in our approach 
with our members. As an example, the head of The 
Learning to be independent program sits in on meetings 
with new members to help with the evaluation of the 
new members needs and to explain the services offered 
by his department. moreover, planning of the activities 
of both departments is now being done together, 
making the activities complementary where possible 
with a view to adding value to the program.

The Learning to Be independent program formed many 
partnerships this year to carry out different workshops 
and projects. The Art-to-heart project has depended on 
two partners from the start, the Fondation québécoise 
de la déficience intellectuelle (FQDi) and the residence 
le Centre d’hébergement marie-Rollet. in Autumn 
2010 we welcomed the miriam Centre to this project. 
We were able to count on professionals from all sorts 
of trades and professions in our efforts to increase the 
knowledge of our members in cooking and nutrition, 
in photography, etc. We found a new partner in the 
Parrainage civique Montréal and will be joining together 

“Félix was so proud when  
he showed the rest of the group 

how to use the City of Ottawa map. 
Members just love doing  

this kind of activity.” 

Maude, monitor on the Ottawa trip
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to offer free activities with a social participation angle in 
the upcoming year. 

What’s next for The Learning to be Independent 
Program?

Continuing to develop and cultivate relationships with 
college and university milieus and welcoming interns

Continuing to offer weekend and summer out of town 
stays aimed at the 40-years and older group

increasing the involvement of the participants in the 
planning stages of the Broadening Your horizons 
program, working on their abilities to make choices

Offering the Art-to-heart course to two groups in the 
upcoming year

Developing special new studio courses that combine the 
consciousness-raising and integration approaches for 
different environments
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Consciousness-raising at a glance

Storytelling: Le roi aux drôles d’oreilles

19 performances of the tale in 15 participating libraries

500 pupils from montreal public schools and almost 100 people, children or adults,  
with an intellectually disability or with a polyhandicap

Through a Different Eye – 6th Edition

130 artists and creators of artistic works, with or without an intellectual disability

1300 visitors to the show and/or one of the activities held during the week

The works of the Art-to-heart project and the arts and crafts studio course prominently displayed

450 guests present for the distribution of the Janine Sutto Awards during the exhibit’s opening 
reception

Elling

18,500 people exposed to the photos from the Shooting Angles project, which were on display 
from February 16th through march 26th in the hall of the Jean Duceppe Theatre at Place des Arts.

 
Launch of a Facebook page for the mAih

19

500

130

1

1300

450

18 500
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Creating Occasions to Break Down the Barriers

This year we stood out because of our creative and 
innovative consciousness-raising activities on the public 
stage. Consciousness-raising activities that gave rise to 
an openness toward the different, and a respect for the 
different. And, most importantly, consciousness-raising 
activities that allowed for the social participation of the 
intellectually challenged. These projects were the means 
by which we were able to increase general familiarity with 
intellectual disability and to counter some prejudices.

Increasing awareness through story-telling and face-
to-face encounters

The multiple presentations of the tale Le roi aux 
drôles d’oreilles were the means by which we sparked 
a greater openness to the different with children in 
montréal public elementary schools. The performance 
was followed by a discussion to demystify intellectual 
disability. All of the children received an educational 
booklet produced by the mAih to be used by the 
teacher to address the topic more fully in the classroom.  

This project also paved the way for the social 
participation of the intellectually challenged in 

montreal’s cultural life. Attending a presentation of 
the tale in one of montreal’s public libraries, which 
are accessible to everyone, provided the intellectually 
challenged with an opportunity to discover the library 
and how it works, as well as to explore the books and 
audio-visual materials available. 

The story-telling project, produced in partnership with 
the montréal public library network and the theater arts 
company Le Centre des arts de la scène Les Muses, also 
provided the opportunity to raise awareness in library staff 
faced with a little known and difficult to reach public - 
people living with an intellectual and/or physical handicap.

The shows were presented to mixed audiences 
consisting of school children between the ages of eight 
and 12 years old and people living with an intellectual 
disability or a polyhandicap. This innovative project 
allowed the mAih to develop ties with the montreal 
School Commission (CSDm) and the rehabilitation 
centers for intellectual disability (CRDi), as well as with 
several other community organizations from the field of 
intellectual disability.

“The children’s comments are excellent! Later 
they made remarks in which an acceptance, a 

respect for others and an openness of mind 
shone through. Please come back to our school 

as often as you like, with a new project!”

Geneviève Lebrun, teacher,  
École Notre-Dame-de-la-Garde 
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Spotlight on the talents of the artists and creators of 
artistic works with an intellectual disability

To mark the Québec Week on intellectual Disability this 
year, we again joined with several other organizations 
dedicated to promoting the creative potential of the 
intellectually disabled with a view to removing all barriers 
and prejudices. 

The sixth edition of the event Through a Different Eye 
attained its objectives, allowing the artists from the art 
workshops, most of who are intellectually challenged, to 
show their work to the public. The event is a source of 
tremendous pride for them. The many encounters and 
collective artistic activities also provided the intellectually 
challenged creators and artists with an opportunity to 
mix with professional artists and the public. 

The event fits in with our desire to initiate joint 
projects and to promote the cause of the intellectually 
handicapped throughout different spheres, in this case 
the artistic and cultural milieus of montréal.

Through a Different Eye was organized by a committee 
composed of the following partners: the Gabrielle-major 

and Lisette Dupras rehabilitation centers, the montreal 
Association for the intellectually handicapped (mAih), le 
Gang à Rambrou and Exeko.

The Janine Sutto Awards highlight artistic talent 

2011 was the first year that the Janine Sutto Awards 
acclaimed the artistic approach of an intellectually 
challenged person as well as the commitment of 
an organization to promoting the integration of the 
intellectually handicapped using an artistic project as a 
channel. This year’s laureates were the actress Geneviève 
morin-Dupont, and the organization Les Compagnons 
de montréal for their project Mosaic in Ceramic. 

This year the Janine Sutto Awards went in a new 
direction by setting stricter criteria, beefing up the 
selection committee, widening the call for candidates, 
and ensuring a more comprehensive media coverage. 
The Accès culture network of the City of montreal 
sponsored the awards this year for the first time and 
gave grants to the two laureates. 

“Art is an excellent tool for fostering self-expression in the intellectually challenged and in all vulnerable 
persons, and for promoting their integration. The MAIH is accomplishing a remarkable achievement with their 

contribution of showing how the intellectually challenged can take their place in the community.” 

Helen Fotopulos, the member of Montreal’s executive committee responsible for culture,  
heritage, design and the status of women, during the prize giving. 
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Differences are disturbing... Dare to be different!

The montreal Association for the intellectually 
handicapped (mAih), the Société québécoise de la 
schizophrénie (SQS) and the Canadian Association for 
mental health (CmhA) – Quebec division joined forces 
for the consciousness- raising project centering around 
the play Elling, presented from February 16th through 
march 26th, 2011 at The Jean Duceppe Theatre.

Together we sent a rallying message promoting 
openness to the different. We also collectively managed 
to rise to the challenge of how to align our respective 
visions and ways of operating in order to spark the 
process of reflection in the theatre-goers without ruining 
their evening.

manning information kiosks before and after the 
play, our intellectually disabled members were happy 
ambassadors, proud to represent their association and 
to talk with the people around them. it is our hope that 
these short encounters helped raise the consciousness 
of the theatre-goers. An additional benefit to our 
members was the opportunity to attend a cultural 
activity for free. 

Facebook, a new window of expression and 
information for the MAIH and its members

The mAih launched a Facebook page for the Elling 
project, and two of its members became involved 
to start it off, contribute personal stories and keep it 
updated. The Facebook page was a learning experience 
and a source of pride for both members. While the Elling 
project is now finished, the Facebook page lives on as 
a place for members to have their say, for the mAih to 
promote its activities and for the sharing of information 
of interest about intellectual disability.

What’s next for Consciousness-raising?

Develop new partnerships in order to continue the story 
telling tour.

Further develop our partnership with the City of 
montreal and the public library network in order to 
increase the accessibility to culture of the intellectually 
challenged. 

“Some stories are like me. The 
character of Elling really touched me. 

It reminded me of my own story.” 

Edon, member and participant  
in the Elling project
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Life at the Association at a glance

Production of a commemorative video for the 75th Anniversary Celebration by two sibling members. 

110 guests attend the traditional Christmas party with the theme “Glamorous hollywood”, organized in 
collaboration with four students from the institut de tourisme et d’hôtellerie du Québec (iThQ).

92 attend the Wine and Cheese reception preceding the 75th Annual General meeting. On this occasion 
the history of the mAih is related, the Association’s achievements of the preceding year are presented 
and the winner of the Janine Sutto Award announced. 

71 individuals volunteered this year, 18% are parents or siblings, 23% are members with an intellectual 
handicap, 59% are people with no personal connection to the cause, who somehow became aware of 
intellectual disability 

3017 volunteer hours 

220 members and former members received a copy of the member satisfaction survey 

New committees were created 
human Resources Committee
75th Anniversary Celebration Organizing Committee 
The Janine Sutto Awards Jury
Sitter-Companion handbook Participatory Evaluation Committee

Focal Points of the Board of Directors this past year:
The financial situation of the Association
The member satisfaction survey
The updating of the policy on working conditions
The method of evaluation of the Executive Director’s performance

We held:

7 meetings of the Board of Directors

4 meetings of the Executive Committee

3 meetings of the human Resources Committee

75
110

92

71

3017
220

7
4
3
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The Spinning Wheel 

Productive would be an apt adjective to describe life at 
the Association this year. Whether it’s the ambassadorial 
role adopted by marie-Ève Lachance throughout 
Quebec intellectual Disability Week to the steadfast 
support provided by Danielle Laroque in administration, 
not to mention the perseverance and commitment 
of the organizing committee of the 75th Anniversary 
Celebration, it’s always the word “productive” that 
comes to mind.

The most significant impact of our closer relationship 
with our members is that we have a better knowledge 
of their needs. Brigitte Lessard’s participation in the 
Implic’Action project, in manning the Elling kiosk and 
in attending the holiday party provided the contact 
that allowed us to learn about the challenges she faced 
living in her apartment. This understanding the needs 
of our members leads to the development of services, 
the proposal of issues to address and guides us in the 
selection of speakers to invite throughout the year.

Celebrating 75 Years of Life!

The celebrations kicked off at the Wine and Cheese 
reception preceding the 75th Annual General meeting. 
members and staff manned kiosks showing the 
year’s achievements as well as tracing the history 
of the Association. members, representatives from 
organizations working with and for the intellectually 
disabled, partners from the corporate sector and donors 
all assembled to commemorate the Association’s three-
quarters of a century. 

holding an event like the 75th Anniversary Celebration 
Brunch allowed 180 guests to come together to salute 
the Association. A festive and relaxed atmosphere 
reigned over the brunch, after which our spokeswoman 
Janine Sutto gave a moving speech followed by a 
spectacular show with a variety of performances in the 
realms of music and song, poetry, dance and theatre 
by intellectually challenged artists. Another highlight 
of the day was the presentation of a fascinating 
video produced for the occasion that looked at the 
commitment of the many parents, employees and 
volunteers who made the Association what it is today. 
Such commitment can only be an inspiration to others to 
become involved themselves!

Holding an event like the 75th Anniversary Celebration Brunch  
allowed 180 guests to come together to salute the AMDI.
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A Warmer Reception

To better serve our members, we revamped our 
automated telephone answering system this year with 
a new voicemail message and a more straightforward 
routing of calls. We also spruced up the reception 
area at the Association offices so that the area would 
be a warmer and more welcoming space. Our efforts 
were aimed at ensuring that our members continue 
to perceive the Association as open and accessible to 
them.

Our Members Have Their Say

in an attempt to become closer to our members we 
carried out a member satisfaction survey in march. Sent 
out to active and former members, the survey was an 
opportunity to let us know their level of interest in our 

services, their preferences as to timetables, their degree 
of satisfaction with the content and more. The rate of 
participation in the survey was 35%, the great majority 
of participants being composed of parents who were 
members for more than five years. The telephone survey 
that followed the electronic mailing provided much in 
the way of interesting feedback, along with a mine of 
anecdotes and hopes that did not fall on deaf ears.

What’s the plan for the upcoming year?

Produce a free annual event for members: an activity 
entitled S’AMDI en fête.

Draw up a code of ethics.

Follow up the survey by holding discussion groups with 
members.

“The MAIH helped my family break out of 
their isolation. I was able to meet other 

families living in situations similar to mine.” 

Parent response from the survey
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Fundraising at a glance

$102,013 collected in donations 

680 guests at the Janine-Sutto Theatre Evening and $60,000 net profit

Close to $6,500 received from a mailing campaign

$7,200 raised by students at l’UQÀm

$ 102 013
680

$ 6 500

$ 7200

Martin Deschênes:

“You make me very 
proud to be the 

Honourary President 
of the Janine-Sutto 
Theatre Evening.”
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Donors: Partners in Our Success

Throughout the year, hundreds of people, each in their 
own way, make a contribution that allows us to offer 
the best possible services to those with intellectual 
handicaps and to their families. During 2010-2011, many 
donors and sponsors renewed their commitment to the 
Association by participating in the Janine-Sutto Theatre 
Evening and in events organized by the students at 
l’UQÀm, and by making donations online or through 
the mailing campaign. All have become members and 
“Friends of the mAih”!

Record-breaking Janine-Sutto Theatre Evening 

it was under the honourary presidency of martin 
Deschênes, President and CEO of Groupe Deschênes, 
that the Janine-Sutto Theatre Evening took place on 
march 7th at the Théâtre Jean-Duceppe. The oldest and 
most high-profile fundraising event on our calendar 
enjoyed unequalled success this year by posting a net 
profit of $60,000. The return appearance of last year’s 
acclaimed speaker, Joël martin, and the charming and 
assured emceeing of marie-Ève Lachance, both mAih 
members, added colour and zizz to the evening.

Our honorary patrons proved loyal to the cause and 
contributed greatly to the evening’s success: martin 
Deschênes, Guy Fréchette, madeleine Ladouceur, 
Serge Limoges, Anna mainella, Lucille Panet-Raymond, 
François Prud’homme, Luc Richard, Robert Therrien and 
maryse Ulrich. 

A Successful Mailing Campaign

Some 500 past donors were contacted via a mailing 
campaign initiated on November 20, 2010 on the 
occasion of World Children’s Day. Touched by the 
inspiring and posthumous words of Cécile Rocheleau, 
long-time member and volunteer for the Association, 
they responded positively, in great numbers, to the 
appeal. 

Religious orders also joined in this year, to the tune of 
$1,300, following a mailing initiated as part of the Day of 
Disabled Persons on December 3, 2010. 
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 “Thank you for your generosity”

Janine Sutto, spokesperson for the MAIH



The MAIH : A Heartfelt Cause for UQÀM Students

Since 2009, UQÀm students have mobilized to support 
our cause by organizing turnkey fundraising events. in 
the course of the past year, two groups of determined 
and creative students organized the masquerade ball 
Masquez-vous!, as well as the Extraveganza casino night. 
Close to 400 people were made aware of and sensitized 
to the cause. Valued mAih allies, the students remitted 
over $7,200 to their favourite cause! 

The MAIH Brigade Hits the Ground Running

As mobilization is a harbinger of success when it comes 
to doing one’s own fundraising, we launched The mAih 
Brigade in march 2011, inviting our members and faithful 

supporters to initiate and put on fundraising events, 
alone or in groups. Any funds thus raised would allow 
us to expand the services we offer. A first partnership 
with the Camille & Paul Delage Roberge Foundation has 
taken root and will start to bear fruit in the coming year. 

What’s Next in Self-Fundraising…

Fostering the loyalty of our donors. 

Diversifying fundraising sources.

Developing new and more accessible fundraising 
activities for members.

Trying out a monthly donation program.
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PRINT MEDIA

Rue Frontenac (June 18, 2010)

Courrier Bordeaux-Cartierville (September 2, 2010)

L’informateur de Rivière-des-Prairies (September 3, 2010)

Flambeau de l’Est (September 13, 2010) 

Le Plateau (September 13, 2010)

Progrès de Saint-Léonard (September 13, 2010)

La Voix Populaire (September 15, 2010)

L’Express d’Outremont (September 18, 2010)

messager de Lachine (October 15, 2010)

messager de Verdun (January 20, 2011)

Flambeau de l’Est (January 31, 2011)

Courrier Ahuntsic (January 24, 2011)

L’informateur de Rivière-des-Prairies (September 3, 2010)

L’Express d’Outremont (January 28, 2011)

La Voix Populaire (February 3, 2010)

Courrier Ahuntsic (February 23, 2010)

montréal Express (February 23, 2010)

Courrier Bordeaux-Cartierville (February 23, 2010)

L’itinéraire (march 1, 2011)

messager de Lachine (march 3, 2011)

La Presse (march 3, 2011)

Courrier Ahuntsic (march 3, 2011)

Progrès Villeray (march 4, 2011)

24 heures (march 14, 2011)

Courrier Ahuntsic (march 22, 2011)

Courrier Bordeaux-Cartierville (march 22, 2011)

Journal de montréal (march 24, 2011)

RADIO

Radio-Canada – regional newscast (June 18, 2010)

Radio-Canada – C’est bien meilleur le matin  
(January 31, 2011)

TELEVISION

Radio-Canada advertisement / manulife, Contest  
« Gens de cœur » (February 2011)

Télévision communautaire Frontenac (march 7, 2011)

Radio-Canada – Les Lionnes (march 15, 2011)

V – Famille 2.0. (march 15, 2011)

“All day I have received nothing but praise for the 
interview [on the show Les Lionnes on Radio-Canada]. 

Everyone agrees that I was calm and collected. If 
there is a job opening at Radio-Canada, I‘ll take it!”

Marie-Ève Lachance, MAIH member
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STATEmENTS

Our current financing depends on the essential support of our funders and the generosity of our donors. We are fortunate 
to be able to count on their loyalty and would like to express our deepest gratitude to each of them. Rest assured that all 
mAih revenues are administered with rigour and transparency for the greatest benefit to members. 
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Income statement and changes in net assets

Revenues 2011 2010
Grants 163,185 124,852
Centraide 72,700 79,584
Foundations 87,500 92,868
Donations and fundraising activities 102,013 184,570
Revenues from activities and members’dues 120,200 145,536
Other revenus 11,584 11,389
 557,182 638,798
Expenditures
Services to members 329,145 312,331
Sensibilisation 39,256 22,586
Representations et communications 24,843 31,566
Administration 81,763 101,350
Building and equipment 42,496 44,952
Fundraising expenses 51,627 72,282
Depreciation 474 3,076
 569,603 588,143

Excess (insufficiency) of revenues over expenditures (12,421) 50,655

Balance sheet as at March 31st, 2011
Assets  2011 2010
Current Assets
Cash 94,753 69,963
Accounts receivable 19,412 55,320
Prepaid expenses 17,928 30,079
 132,093 155,362

Balance of sale receivable - 2,675
Fixed assets - 474
 132,093 158,511

Liabilities
Current liabilities 
Accounts payable & Accrued charges 17,276 18,713
Deffered contributions 43,580 58,100
Current portion of long term debt 1,960 -
 62,816 76,813
Long term debt 0 0
 62,816 76,813
  
Net assets
Net capital assets - 474
Unrestricted net assets 69,277 81,224
 69,277 81,698

 132,093 158,511
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Our funders

Supporting Our Mission

Agence de la santé et des services sociaux de montréal, via the Programme de soutien aux organismes 
communautaires (PSOC)
Centraide
Gustav Levinschi Foundation
Fondation pour les déficients mentaux (Québec) inc.
City of montreal, via the Programme d’aide financière aux OBNL locataires

Supporting Our Special Projects

Desjardins, Caisse Cité-du-Nord de montréal
Fondation québécoise pour la déficience intellectuelle
human Resources and Skills Development Canada via the initiative Canada Summer Jobs
Sport et loisir de l’île de montréal
City of montreal, via the Direction de la Culture et du Patrimoine
Chevaliers de Colomb (Rivière-des-Prairies)

Our Donors

Air France, Alliance Vivafilm, AVW-Telav, Club de hockey Canadien, Croisières AmL, Distribution Select, Ernst 
& Young, Fonds de solidarité FTQ, gosselin.com & associés inc., Groupe Deschênes, impact de montréal, 
interférence Positive, J.B. Laverdure inc., Jean Coutu – 7145 rue St-Denis location, Lettrage Vision Plus (LVP), 
m. Larivée international inc., muséums Nature montréal, Palais des congrès de montréal, Orléans Express, 
Restaurants Au Vieux Duluth, Restaurants mcDonald’s, SAQ, Société du Vieux-Port de montréal, Stikeman 
Elliott, Via Rail, Vins Philippe Dandurand, WestJet.
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Our Donors 
Agnès Doray
Aileen Kilbertus
André Chagnon
André De Carufel
Anna mainella
Anne-marie medeiros
Archalous Baghdassarian
Arnoldina Bourinot
Arthur Pelton
Arthur Willmott Worth
Arturo & Nenita Choa
Barbara Westoby
Béatrice Krupp
Benny Sevack
Benoit Sylvain-Blais
Ben-Silly Jeanty
Bernard Leduc
Blanche Blain
Brian Philbin
Bryan S. Osborne
Carole Boily martineau
Charles R. Jané
Christian Roy
Christine Croft
Claire Tourigny
Colette Boyer Boily
Danielle Chabot
Danielle Jolander
Danielle matte
Denis-Claude Roy
Denise & Peter Apple
Denise Tonelli
Diane D’Amato
Diane Guimont
Dianne Barbara
Doris hutchence
Eileen DeNeeve
Éric Lavoie
Élizabeth hanley
Ernesto Castro-Garcia
Estelle Genest
Éthel Pierre Louis
Eugène husaruk
Eva Busgang

Evelyn Wakeling
Evy Bell
F. m. mc Guire
Fondation Jacques Francoeur
Francine Quévillon
Fréderik St-Onge
G. Biron
Gérald Vininsky
Gisèle Lépine
Gordon V. Watters
Guy Fréchette
harold Nickerson
harvey Guyda
hazen Stanley Jones
helen Budd hanna
hélène Duceppe
hélène morin
henriette Rose Lefèvre
huguette Beaumier
huguette Lauzon Rochon
hyman Shoub
ikue matsushita
Jacqueline Young
Jacques Bélair
Jacques D’Anjou
Jean Déziel
Jean hupé
Jean Laird
Jean-Daniel Breton
Jean-Luc Cousineau
Jean-Paul Bourgault
Jean-Pierre Vendette
John K. & Audrey Furlong
Josée Boisclair
Joseph Nagy
Joyce m. Schaaf
Kathleen mcCarthy
Laurie Barrette
Lily hechtman
Lily Kubina
Lise Daignault
Lise Séguin
Lorraine Strasbourg
Louise Groulx
Louise Provencher

Lynda Dagenais
Lyse mathieu
m. Barr
maçonnerie Sol inc.
madeleine Ladouceur
marc Tonelli
marguerite Tessier
maria Fernandes
marie Lapierre
martha Baylin
martine maynard
marvin Epstein
mel Taylor
michael F. Boer
michael micak
michèle Tonelli
Noëlla Douglas
Paquerette Doucet
Peter hanley
Phil Lamarche
Phyllis mourier
Pierre Lauzon
Pierre O. Chartrand
Raymond J.V. Cyr
Raymond Leroux
Raymonde Brière
Robert Charette
Robert Wood
Sam Portnoff
Soeurs de Sainte-Anne du Québec
Soeurs Franciscaines missionnaires i.C.
Sophie Vaillancourt
Soraya Sadoudi
St. mark’s Women’s Association
Sylvie Amar
United Way of Greater Toronto
Vincent Cuddihy
Vincent Romano
W. morris Dinnie
Winifred i. Potter
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633, Cremazie Boulevard East, Suite 100, Montreal, (Quebec) H2M 1L9
Telephone: 514 381-2307 • Fax: 514 381-0454

www.amdi.info


